Jeffrey Dean Morgan as Negan
Norman Reedus as Daryl Dixon
Danai Gurira as Michonne
Chandler Riggs as Carl Grimes
Josh McDermitt as Eugene Porter
Jon Bernthal as Shane Walsh
Tom Payne as Paul "Jesus" Rovia
Seth Gilliam as Gabriel Stokes
David Morrissey as The Governor
Steven Ogg as Simon
Melissa McBride as Carol Peletier
Michael Cudlitz as Abraham Ford
Steven Yeun as Glenn Rhee
Christian Serratos as Rosita Espinosa
Sarah Wayne Callies as Lori Grimes
Katelyn Nacon as Enid
Scott Wilson as Hershel Greene
Austin Nichols as Spencer Monroe
Emily Kinney as Beth Greene
Ross Marquand as Aaron
Benedict Samuel as Owen
Jason Douglas as Tobin
Jeff Kober as Joe
Jeremy Palko as Andy
Emma Bell as Amy
James Allen McCune as Jimmy
Ann Mahoney as Olivia
Josh Hoover as Fat Joey
Chad Coleman as Tyreese
Sabrina Gennarino as Tamiel
Brighton Sharbino as Lizzie Samuels
Kyla Kenedy as Mika Samuels
Carlos Navarro as Alvaro
Christine Evangelista as Sherry
Alexandra Breckenridge as Jessie Anderson
Corey Brill as Pete Anderson
Lawrence Gilliard Jr. as Bob Stookey
Karl Makinen as Richard
Kenric Green as Scott
Lew Temple as Axel
Logan Miller as Benjamin
Madison Lintz as Sophia Peletier
Major Dodson as Sam Anderson
Michael Traynor as Nicholas
Nick Gomez as Tomas
Nicole Barré as Kathy
Daniel Newman as Daniel
Pablo Jose Cantillo as Caesar Martinez
Peter Zimmerman as Eduardo
Pruitt Taylor Vince as Otis
Sonequa Martin-Green as Sasha Williams
Steve Coulter as Reg Monroe
Sunkrish Bala as Dr. Caleb Subramanian
Tovah Feldshuh as Deanna Monroe
Tyler James Williams as Noah
Jordan Woods-Robinson as Eric Raleigh